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Before the direction of this book turns to the study of the mantle region of this Earth (and the
remainder of the Creation days), let us examine some of the interesting things which the writer has
noted about the general construction of the inner Earth.  This chapter examines more closely the
cooling system used in the nucleus of this Earth.  It also notes the nuclear fuel zones, and other
peculiar layering sequences which are built into the inner Earth.  Let us remember that all of these
fascinating processes were initially created and set in motion on Day One of the Creation week, and
are still efficiently at work today.

This Earth is shown to be a living orb.  All of the special processes found in this chapter work to
keep this Earth’s environment under control.  This allows the Earth to be a habitable place for both
man and animals.  Please note that certain curious patterns in the sequence of elemental layering are
given.  This information should be helpful to those with a desire for further study, to find out why
these patterns exist in the layering sequences.  What is the purpose of these sequences, and how do
they function?  Of even greater importance may be the constant change which is rapidly proceeding
in one of the natural forces.  This natural force appears to be an important controlling factor in the
overall operation of this Earth.

As this chapter comes to a close, let us consider the potential effect which a momentous change in
one particular natural force may produce in the days ahead.  May our hearts be truly right toward
God, that we will have nothing to fear in the days ahead.  Let us also give due praise to God
Almighty for the incredible display of, and perfect control of, that unprecedented power which was
used during the Creation process.
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WORD  TO  THE  WISE

It is written: “My son, if thou wilt receive my words, and hide my commandments with thee; so that
thou incline thine ear unto wisdom, and apply thine heart to understanding; yea, if thou criest after
knowledge, and liftest up thy voice for understanding; if thou seekest her as silver, and searchest
for her as for hid treasures; then shalt thou understand the fear of the LORD, and find the
knowledge of God.  For the LORD giveth wisdom: out of his mouth cometh knowledge and
understanding.”1

CHAPTER  BRIEFING

Friend, this chapter examines certain interesting features which the writer has
noted within the elemental layering of the Earth’s core.  Much useful
knowledge can be gained by mankind, if they would but closely examine
those things which God has done in the Creation of this Earth.

This chapter will examine only a few of the things which the writer has
observed.  An explanation of the ‘wiring’ of the Earth, and its communication system for the main
control-unit will have to be saved for a separate Volume, as God allows.  These subjects truly are
beyond the scope of this relatively short and basic introduction to the Earth.

AN  OBSERVATION

In Chapter 8, it is observed that a very interesting interchange
occurs within the nuclear reactor of this Earth.  During the
uranium decay series, the radon-222 emits an alpha particle and
then converts into polonium-218.2  When a polonium-218 nuclei
experiences a beta decay, it converts into the element astatine-
218.3  The astatine-218 then emits an alpha particle, and
converts into bismuth-214.4

In the above radioactive decays, the radon-222 and the rather
short-lived astatine-218 are emitting alpha particles.  These

alpha particles are then able to bombard the enveloping layer of bismuth.  When bismuth is
bombarded with alpha particles, it may then produce the element astatine.  This is that element from
which the alpha particle initially emanated as it rapidly decayed.5  What an interesting situation!
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There appears to be a continual conversion cycle of astatine to bismuth,
and bismuth to astatine, occurring at the shielding layer around the raging
nuclear reactor at the core of this Earth.  It appears that God created the
shielding layer of bismuth to be continually renewed, and for good reason.

This continual renewal process prevents the bismuth layer from ever
deteriorating, and thereby having its integrity compromised.  This helps
to prevent any escape of the great volume of destructive heat and radiation
which the bismuth layer is given to confine.

ANOTHER  LOOK

In Chapter 6, the electric cooling system for the nuclear vessel (which surrounds the main core
reactor) was first introduced.  The phenomenon of electric-wind cooling will now be examined
further.  Let us study its application as used in man-made systems for cooling purposes, the heat
treating of metals, the improvement of weld quality, and in the metal coating of various parts.

In man-made electric-wind cooling systems, when using a negatively
charged static electric wind, materials whose starting temperature is
250 to 300°F (121 to 149°C) may be rapidly lowered to a temperature
of 100 to 140°F (38 to 60°C).6

Friend, in the above example, the starting temperature is relatively low,
and yet the temperature reduction is from 150 to 160°F (66 to 71°C).
This is a 53 to 60 percent drop in temperature.

GREATER  EFFECT

Static-electric cooling appears to be very effective.  A good example of this process is a piece of
copper sheet which is heated to about 1,100°F (593°C) by a propane torch.  As the flame of the torch
continues to send its heat into the copper sheet, the use of static-electric cooling will rapidly drop
the metal’s temperature by about 300°F (149°C).7

THE  COMPARISON

Friend, at an 1,100°F (593°C) starting temperature, the temperature drop of 300°F (149°C) is more
than double of that value of temperature drop which was experienced in the first example, which had
the lower starting temperature of 250 to 300°F (121 to 149°C).  Using static-electric cooling, it
appears that the higher the initial starting-temperature of the material, the greater will be the overall
drop in degrees of temperature.  This is an interesting phenomenon indeed!
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FURTHER  DEGREES

At the high temperatures at which metal is welded, the metal temperature may be immediately
quenched by 400 to 500°F (204 to 260°C) using just a static-electric wind.  By using this cooling
process, a finer grain is also produced in the welded metal.  This phenomenon works to increase the
welded part’s longevity in the working environment.8  This example also works to show the value
of using an electric-wind for cooling purposes within the central core of this Earth.9

REQUIRED  POWER

Friend, in the examples which we have just examined, only about 20,000 volts of static electricity
is used.  To produce space-charge fields about 2 or 3 inches (5 or 7.6 cm) wide by 40 feet (12.2 m)
long, only about 6 watts of power is required.10  This truly is a very small amount of power to
produce this amount of space charge.  Considering all of the foregoing information, what then would
be the cooling effect of that extremely powerful and intense flow of high-voltage, negatively
charged electricity within the core of the Earth’s nuclear reactor?  Friend, let us please observe the
beauty, simplicity, and infinite wisdom of God the Father!  May we truly honor Him.

MULTIPLE  ZONES

The Earth has many specific elements within the layering of the inner core.  These elements are
somewhat grouped into zones according to atomic weight (as found on any Periodic Table).  Each
type of zone serves a specific function, or a number of functions, in the overall operation of the
Earth.  A few of these specific zones will now be examined.

NUCLEAR  ZONES

By examining the layers within the Earth’s inner core, it becomes
apparent that there are definite zones of nuclear fuel contained
therein.  These nuclear fuel zones power the many Earth-systems.
The first nuclear zone is the main reactor at the nucleus of the
Earth.  The fuels for this reactor are the heaviest naturally occurring
elements on the Periodic Table, and all are radioactive.  They range
from atomic numbers 94 thru 84.

The next outer nuclear zone in the Earth appears to be the fuel for
some type of inner battery.  The radioactive fuel for this battery is
the element promethium.  It has the atomic number of 61.  This
inner battery appears to be the power-source for the main control
system of the Earth.
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WISDOM  OF  GOD

It should here be noted that there are layers consisting of radiation and neutron shielding materials
situated between the nuclear battery of promethium and the surrounding main control system.  This
shows the great wisdom of God the Father!  It appears that God did not want the function of this
main control system to be compromised in any manner.

NEXT  NUCLEAR  ZONE

The next outer nuclear zone appears to be another electronic-
type of component within the Earth.  The radioactive fuel in this
layer is element number 43, technetium.  This radioactive,
metallic element appears to be sandwiched between plates of two
other materials.  These two materials, in turn, possess
superconducting properties.  Ruthenium would be on the inner
side of the technetium, and molybdenum on the outer side.

NATURAL  ASSOCIATION

The following is of special note.  For years, scientists thought that technetium was not a naturally
occurring element.  It was not until 1988 that scientists began detecting minute quantities of
technetium in the molybdenum ore in a deep mineshaft in Colorado.11  This special find in nature
should help indicate the relationship which technetium and molybdenum have in the layering of the
Earth.  This particular piece of history should also help us to realize that scientists do not always
know the real truth in a matter, and may continue in such a state for a considerable period of time.12

OUTER  NUCLEAR  ZONE

The outermost of the nuclear zones is that consisting of the element rubidium (atomic number 37).
This radioactive fuel source appears to be part of another nuclear battery.  This outer battery appears
to be the power source for the outer control system of the Earth.  This particular control system
appears to be a type of outer governor for the electrical field of the Earth.  This is that electric field
which mankind observes from the surface of this Earth.

FUNDAMENTAL  TRUTH

Four nuclear radiation zones in the Earth have been shown.  As noted, each of these zones has
specific properties and purposes.  These zones were placed in their specific location by the wisdom
of the Lord God Almighty.  They were placed in their special locations to fulfill His purpose.
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OUTSIDE  THE  NUCLEAR  ZONES

The Earth is designed in a very special manner.  There truly are many special things which can be
noted about the inner makeup of this Earth.  There is one very interesting phenomenon which the
writer noticed upon examination of the Earth’s layering.  It is of note that outside each of the major
zones of radioactive elements lies a zone of transition elements.  The purpose of these elements in
relation to the radioactive zones in the Earth-layering is worth some further research by those
wanting a deeper insight into the workings of this Earth.

The raging nuclear reactor at the core of the Earth includes those elements with atomic numbers
from 94 to 84.  This core reactor is soon surrounded by a zone of transition elements.  Included in
this special zone are those elements with atomic numbers from 80 to 71.13  These transitional
elements are those from mercury to lutetium.

ONE  BATTERY

What appears to be the inner battery of the Earth, is powered
by the radioactive element promethium.  This element is
given the atomic number of 61.  This inner-battery fuel is, for
some special reason, imbedded directly within a series of
paramagnetic layers.14  These paramagnetic layers, in turn,
are soon surrounded by a zone of transition elements on their
outboard side.  This outboard group of transition elements
includes those with atomic numbers from 48 to 39.15

Interestingly enough (and worthy of independent study),
sandwiched in the middle of the outboard group of transition
layers is the radioactive fuel source called technetium.
Technetium has the atomic number of 43.

The outboard cluster of elements includes all those from
atomic number 48 to number 39.  There are a total of ten
elements in this stack.  Four transition elements lie outboard
of the radioactive element number 43, and five transition
elements lie inboard of this fuel source.

ANOTHER  BATTERY

What appears to be the outermost atomic battery of the Earth is powered by the radioactive element
rubidium.  This outer battery system is ultimately surrounded by another zone of transition elements.
This zone of transition elements includes those with atomic numbers from 30 to 21.16
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INTERESTING  PATTERNS

Beginning at the radioactive nucleus of the Earth, there appear to be
patterns which are as follows (from heaviest to lightest): alkaline
earth metal, alkali metal, noble gas, and halogen.  These patterns are
found in the following groupings of atomic numbers: 88-85, 56-53,
38-35, 20-17, and 12-9.  The exact reason for the foregoing patterns
is worthy of further independent investigation.

It should be noted that once outside of the main nuclear reactor at
the very core of this Earth, the above-noted pattern is generally
preceded by a grouping of heavier transition elements.  This
complete pattern (as found within the layering of the Earth) is
shown in the illustration to the left.  Again, for those desiring to
learn from God’s Creation, the reason for this pattern is also worthy
of further independent investigation.

Let us now examine the end of this above-noted series of patterns.
Let us look to the lighter-weight end of the Periodic Table.  For
some strange reason, the group with atomic numbers from 4 to 2 are
not preceded (on the heavier, deeper side) by elements which are of
the transition type.  Therefore, this last, outboard pattern in the
Earth-series follows as: alkaline earth metal, alkali metal, and noble
gas.  But, the ending is different.  The next lighter element is not a
completion of the normal series.  This last and lightest of the
elements is hydrogen.  It is not classed as a halogen (or salt former).

THE  LIVING  EARTH

Turning to other matters, it is a known fact that there are irregular changes, or fluctuations, in the
magnetic field of the Earth.17  It appears that these fluctuations occur, partly, as a result of the
operation of those paramagnetic control mechanisms within the Earth.  It appears that God the
Father truly designed a living Earth.  It many be ‘living’ in the same sense that a tree is living.18

Contrary to what some may believe, this Earth is not just a simple
piece of rock trapped in space, and orbiting around the sun.  Rather, it
strongly appears that this Earth is one of the most advanced pieces of
technology that man could ever dream of.  This advanced piece of
engineering was created by the Wisdom and Hand of Almighty God.
It was designed for His purpose.  Man is also another one of these
advanced pieces of God’s technology./ It appears that mankind was to
be the crowning creation, as God finished His mighty works of old.
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BASIC  BELIEF

Mankind has stubbornly pushed outward in science in the direction which he believes to be progress.
It appears that mankind often simply buries himself deeper in his confusion.  It is time for mankind
to quit fighting against his very Creator, and begin to closely examine the mighty works of the
Everlasting God.  There are many valuable lessons to be learned from the works of God which
would be of benefit to man.  Just within this Earth, which God created, are numerous lessons to be
learned.

MAGNETICALLY  CONTROLLED

The transition elements all have metallic properties of malleability, ductility, and a high conduction
of heat and electricity.  The transition elements also have high densities and melting points.  Above
all this, the transition elements possess magnetic properties of one form or another.  For the most
part, they are said to be paramagnetic.19

The magnetic properties of the transition elements allows them to interact with the fluctuating
magnetic field of the Earth.  For this reason, some, or possibly all of their specific properties can be
automatically controlled by the main control-system of the Earth.

In certain cases, it appears that some of the magnetic properties of the
transition elements allow them to act as part of a magnetic shield for
each nuclear zone in the inner core of the Earth.  This type of
magnetic containment field was discussed earlier in this book, in
Chapter 6.

OF  GREAT  NOTE

Let us examine the magnetic characteristics of the Earth a little further.  The main geomagnetic field
of the Earth has not remained constant, but is steadily changing with time.  (This phenomenon is
also noted near the end of Chapter 21.)  The intensity of the main magnetic field appears to be
steadily decreasing at the present rate of approximately 6 to 10 percent every 100 years.20  This
decay in the strength of the main magnetic field of the Earth should cause people to take note.

END  RESULTS

The steady decrease in the main geomagnetic field of the Earth, by 6 to 10
percent every 100 years, must ultimately have an effect upon the normal
operation of this Earth.  This decrease in magnetic field strength
potentially may be leading to some major physical and geological
changes, both within and on the face of this Earth.
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Since all the various systems in the core of the Earth appear to be controlled magnetically, this
decrease in field strength may allow for some of these systems to go out of their normal control
parameters.  Once the delicate balance of control is upset, major changes or catastrophes can readily
occur.  The potential for major catastrophes is directly in line with the prophecies contained within
the Word of God.

APPROACHING  DAY

In the Word of God are shown devastating geologic upheavals which will come upon this Earth in
the days ahead.  A number of these massive upheavals will be discussed in more detail in Volume
Five (Listen to the Earth: The Fire of God).

This Earth will ultimately melt and burn.  All the works of man shall be utterly destroyed.  The Earth
will change its outer garment.  The outer garment of the Earth is its outer, habitable surface.  The
Bible shows the forces of nature going totally awry.  Yet, they will not be out of control at all, for
they will be completely under the Divine command and direction of Almighty God.21

RAGING  INFERNO

The Lord God Almighty created the Heaven and the basic (without
form and void) ‘blob’ of the Earth in only one day.  All of this truly
occurred, just in the manner which the Word of God proclaims.
The swiftness with which the Creation of the Heaven and the Earth
happened would truly have appeared as a mighty nuclear reaction.
Think about it!  God simply spoke, and there it was!  In an instant,
a raging nuclear inferno was before His eyes.

PERFECT  CONTROL

As mighty as the nuclear reaction of Creation might have appeared, it was a perfectly controlled
reaction.  It was under the full control of the Wisdom and mighty Hand of God.  The proof of this
control is written in the layering and efficient operation of the Earth.  It is written in the specific
characteristics of each element contained within this Earth.  The proof of this control is written in
a truly living Earth.

The proof of that perfect control which God had upon the Creation of the Heaven and the Earth is
written in a solar system which operate flawlessly.  The proof of this perfect control is written in the
flawless movement of what mankind calls the galaxies.  Yes, the proof of the perfect control of God
in the very Creation is written in the whole of the universe.  And yes, this proof of the perfect control
of God in the Creation of all things is written within each and every one of us.
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TRUE  PERSPECTIVE

The psalmist cries: “O LORD our Lord, how excellent is thy name in all the earth!  Who hast set thy
glory above the heavens.  Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast thou ordained strength
because of thine enemies, that thou mightest still the enemy and the avenger.

“When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou
hast ordained; what is man, that thou art mindful of him; and the son of man, that thou visitest him?
For thou hast made him a little lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory and honour.

“Thou madest man to have dominion over the works of thy hands; thou hast put all things
under his feet: all sheep and oxen, yea, and the beasts of the field; the fowl of the air, and the fish
of the sea, and whatsoever passeth through the paths of the seas.  O LORD our Lord, how excellent
is thy name in all the earth!”22
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